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ABSTRACT
At the present time, it is proved that non- protein- coding RNAs(ncRNAs)
play very important roles in the cellular process of translation and relates
to Human Severe Diseases. From the NONCODE database 15 diseaserelated ncRNA sequences are selected in this paper, which play regulator
roles and relate to Alzheimer Disease and Cancer. Based on Z-curve theory,
we map and analyze the Z curves of the studied sequences. By comparing
the curves, the statistical features of the Z-curve are obtained. We find
that there are almost same curves and base content for one kind of ncRNAs
playing same roles. And there are differences of Zn-n curve in different
organisms. The conclusion is that the Z-curve is connected with the type
or function of ncRNA and organisms.
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portant and has been made great progress already[3].
Increasing evidence stands in support of the notion
Non-coding regions, in other words, non-protein- that some ncRNAs are closely related to many Human
coding regions, it is widely accepted now, are those Severe Diseases, such as Alzheimer disease, Cancer,
regions in genome which are not coding for any pro- Aplastic anemia, Beckwith-Wiedemann Syndrome, etc.
teins but play regulator roles in the celluar process[1]. It Among these diseases, Alzheimer disease has become
has been proved that the number of non-coding se- the fourth-biggest cause of the illness threaten the old
quences in the human genome is more than 97% and men, next below the cancers, heart diseases and cereeven their many functions are unknown today. The same brovascular diseases[4].
conditions occur in other organisms, including animals
Traditionally, most RNA molecules were thought
[2]
and plants . It is proved that Non-coding sequences to function as mediators carrying the information from
play important roles in the process of translation in or- the gene to the translational machinery. However, since
ganisms ranging from bacteria to mammals. At the the late 1990s, it has been widely acknowledged that
present time the research on non-coding region and its other types of untranslated RNA molecules are present
function is still a hot field all over the world. Especially in many different organisms ranging from bacteria to
the study on ncRNAs is becoming more and more im- mammals, and are affecting a large variety of processes
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including plasmid replication, phage development, chromosome structure, DNA transcription, RNA processing and modification, development control and more.
All of these functional RNAs have a common term—
noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs)[5].
It is proved that some ncRNAs (such as BC200
RNA, bicRNA) are closely related to Alzheimer disease
and Cancer. But the features and functions of the many
recently identified ncRNAs remain mostly unknown[6].
Alzheimer disease is a progressive degenerative disorder of the brain characterized by a slow, progressive
decline in cognitive function and behavior. As the disease advances, persons with Alzheimer disease have
tough time with daily usage of things like using the phone,
cooking, handling money, or driving the car[7]. The disease is more common in elder population. It is estimated that Alzheimer disease affects 15 million people
worldwide and approximately 4 million Americans[8].
The neuropathologic hallmarks of the disorder are
amyloid-rich senile plaques, neurofibrillary tangles, and
neuronal degeneration. It has reported that three genes
with autosomal dominant mutations have been identified that may lead to Alzheimer symptoms in carriers
before they reach age 60. The pathogenesis of
Alzheimer disease has been unknown up to the present
time. Furthermore, the clinical features of this disease
overlaps with common signs of aging, and other types
of dementia, hence the diagnosis of Alzheimer disease
remains quite difficult to us[9].
Cancer is a class of diseases in which a group of
cells display uncontrolled growth (division beyond the
normal limits), invasion (intrusion on and destruction of
adjacent tissues), and sometimes metastasis (spread to
other locations in the body via lymph or blood). These
three malignant properties of cancers differentiate them
from benign tumors, which are self-limited, do not invade or metastasize[10]. Cancer may affect people at all
ages, even fetuses, but the risk for most varieties increases
with age. Cancer causes about 13% of all deaths[11].
Nearly all cancers are caused by abnormalities in
the genetic material of the transformed cells. These abnormalities may be due to the effects of carcinogens,
such as tobacco smoke, radiation, chemicals, or infectious agents. Other cancer-promoting genetic abnormalities may be randomly acquired through errors in
DNA replication, or are inherited, and thus present in

all cells from birth. The heritability of cancers is usually
affected by complex interactions between carcinogens
and the host’s genome. New aspects of the genetics of
cancer pathogenesis, such as DNA methylation, and
microRNAs (is ncRNAs) are increasingly recognized
as important[12].
However, there are so many unsolved problems in
ncRNAs field and many of these ncRNAs still have
uncharacterized functions. One of the largest challenges
is identifying ncRNAs and their unknown functions. In
this paper, we make use the ZCURVE method to analysis disease-related ncRNAs. ZCURVE is a geometrical approach to study DNA sequences.
MATERIAL AND METHOD
Material
First, confirm that you have the correct template
for your paper size. This template has been tailored for
output on the custom paper size (21 cm * 28.5 cm).
The NONCODE database is an integrated knowledge database designed for the analysis of non-coding
RNAs (ncRNAs). In the updated version of
NONCODE (NONCODE v2.0), the number of collected ncRNAs has reached 212 527, including a wide
range of microRNAs, Piwi-interacting RNAs and
mRNA-like ncRNAs[13]. All classes of reported
ncRNAs are included.
In this paper, we select 15 BC200 RNA sequences
from NONCODE database, which relate to Alzheimer
disease and Cancer and come from different organisms. The accession numbers of the sequences in this
database and sequence length are as follows:
1.n289 (122bp); 2.n637 (200bp); 3.n751 (205bp);
4.n752 (204bp); 5.n753 (198bp); 6.n754 (203bp);
7.n755 (197bp); 8.n756 (204bp); 9.n757 (200bp);
10.n758 (200bp); 11.n759 (197bp); 12.n760 (195bp);
13.n761 (196bp); 14.n4617 (126bp); 15.n4817
(200bp).
Where, the selected sequences belong to class
BC200RNA but 1, 14 and 15 are named BC200 and
other sequences are named BC200-alpha. Their cellular roles are regulators, but their sequence length is different and coming from different organisms, respectively.
Method
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The Z-curve is a three-dimensional curve that pro- shown and compared in Figure 1 to 8.
vides a unique representation of a DNA sequence in
that the DNA sequence and the Z-curve can each be
uniquely reconstructed from the other. Therefore, the
Z-curve contains all the information that the corresponding DNA sequence carries. The resulting curve has a
zigzag shape, hence the name Z-curve[14].
Consider a DNA sequence read from the 5' to the
3'-end with N bases. Inspect the sequence one base at
a time, beginning from the first base. Let the number of
the inspecting steps is denoted by n, i.e., n = 1, 2... N.
In the nth step, count the cumulative numbers of the Figure 1 : The Zn-n curves of BC200 RNA sequences 2 and 15
bases A, C, G and T, occurring in the subsequence
from the first to the nth base in the DNA sequence inspected. Denoting the cumulative occurring numbers of
the bases A, C, G and T in the above subsequence by
An, Cn, Gn and Tn, respectively. There is a relation as
follows:
An  Cn  Gn  Tn  n
The Z curve is composed of a series of nodes P0,
P1, P2,…,PN with straight lines, whose coordinates

Figure 2 : The Z/n-n curves of BC200 RNA sequences 2 and
15

xn ÿ yn and zn (n=0, 1, 2,…N, where N is the length
of the DNA sequence being studied) are uniquely determined by the Z-transform of DNA sequence. Furthermore, the three independent components, and have
a clear biological meaning, respectively[15].
One of the advantages of the Z-curve is its intuitiveness; the entire Z-curve of a genome can be viewed
on a computer screen or on paper, regardless of genome length, thus allowing both global and local comFigure 3 : The 3D curves of BC200 RNA sequences 2 and 15
positional features of genomes to be easily grasped. It
offers an intuitive and convenient approach to study
DNA sequences geometrically. For more detailed information about the Z-curve defined, please refer to
references[15-17].
We make use the Z-plotter and Origin7.5 software
to analysis selected ncRNAs. Based on the Z-curve
theory, some global and local features of ncRNAs sequence can be detected in a perceivable way.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Result
Some typical curves of studied sequences are
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Figure 4 : The Xn-n curves of BC200-alpha sequences 2 and 8

Figure 1, 2and 3 are the zn , z / n and 3D curves of
sequence 2 and 15, respectively. The curves are al-
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most same in global and local. The sequences 2 and 15
come from human, respectively. Figure 4, 5 and 6 are
the xn , 1 2 ( x n  y n ) and curves of sequence 2 and 8,
respectively. The curves are very similar in global and
local. The sequences come from human and African
green monkey, respectively. Figure 7 is the y n curves
of 8 and 15. The curves are very similar in global and
local. The sequences come from African green monkey Figure 8 : The Zn-n curves of BC200 RNA sequences 8 and 15
and human, respectively. Figure 8 is the zn curves of
sequence 8 and 15. The curves are obviously similar in
global but different in local. In the previous figure the
value of zn is lesser than zero. But in the area (from
160 to 190bp) of next figure, the value of zn is greater
than zero and at others locations zn <0. The same conditions occur in sequence 2 and 8.

In addition, zn and z / n curves are almost same for
all studied sequences. And the two type curves show a
global minimum at the position of about 120bp. Furthermore, there is a sudden jump in the zn curve at the
position about 130-160bp (see Fig.6 and 8).
Then we calculate the base content of A, C, G, T
and GC in the studied sequences (see Table).
In sequences 2 and 15 the results are 33%, 29%,
25%, 14%, and 0.53, respectively. Nevertheless in sequence 8 the results are 34%, 28%, 24%, 13% and
0.52%, respectively. This fact indicates that there is
minor difference on base content in different type
ncRNA sequences.
Discussion

Figure 5 : The AT-and GC-curves of sequences 2 and 8

We can see obviously that all corresponding curves
of sequences coming from same organism are almost
no disparity, not only having same shapes but also same
tendency (as shown in Figure1, 2 and 3). However, for
sequences coming from different organism, some curves
are different. That is to say, the value of zn is different in
the zn curves. This fact indicates that the Z-curves of
ncRNA sequences are connected with organism[18].
On top, in the z / n curves of studied BC200 RNA

/
n

Figure 6 : The Z -n curves for sequences 2 and 8

and BC200-alpha RNA sequences, the value of zn is
lesser than zero (see Figure2 and 6). The result shows
that this type of ncRNA is a stable structure[18]. And in
the zn curve the sudden jump indicates an A+T rich
region at the position about 130-160bp. It might imply
a transfer of foreign DNA sequence from other species
and may be the position of the Integron Island[19].

Figure 7 : The Yn-n curves of sequences 8 and 15

Besides, in zn and z / n curves the global minimum at
the position of about 120bp may be the function position of BC200RNAs.
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In addition, we think the obvious disparity in some
z curves (see Figure 8) is based on the base content in
the selected ncRNA sequences.
CONCLUSION
In the z / n curves of studied sequences zn <0 is regarded as a criterion to identify BC200 RNA.
The difference of zn indicates that the Z-curves of
studied sequences have some connection with organisms.
The sudden jump in the zn curve indicates a transfer of foreign DNA sequence from other species. The
sudden jump in the zn curve may be the position of the
Integron Island.
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